Forces Unit Test - Project and Presentation

Name(s): ________________________________

Project: ________________________________

Presentation Score -- (20 Points)

• Choice of Subject (Content, Relative Depth, 5 - 10 minutes) ___ / 4
• Style of Presentation (Originality, Teaching Style, Polish) ___ / 4
• Clarity of Presentation (Speech, Focus, Explanation) ___ / 4
• Use of Aides (Visual, Audio, Teaching, Level of Necessity) ___ / 4
• Presentation Effect (Overall Impression) ___ / 4

Total Points ___ / 20

Written Project -- (60 Points)

____ Option 1 -- History/Research Paper

• Format of Paper
  • At least 7 pages ___ / 4
  • Title page ___ / 2
  • Type is 12 pt, and double-spaced ___ / 3
  • Footnotes of consistent form ___ / 4
  • At least three titles on Works Cited Page ___ / 3

• Topic, Organization and Style
  • Topic is within guidelines (Plato - Newton) ___ / 5
  • General organization of paper ___ / 10
  • Style and flow of writing ___ / 5

• Explanation of person/concept chosen, and importance ___ / 8
• Development of the person/concept through time ___ / 8
• Depth of understanding of person/concept evident ___ / 5
• Originality of thoughts on the person/concept ___ / 3

Total Points ___ / 60

____ Option 2 – Poetry Collage Book

• Format of Book
  • At least five poems ___ / 4
  • Full page description for each poem ___ / 4
  • Each page is double-spaced, 12 pt. font ___ / 4
  • Any non-originais are referenced ___ / 4
  • Overall organization of book ___ / 4

• Poems (overall)
  • Tone and language of poems ___ / 5
  • Use of devices and creativity ___ / 5
  • Depth of subject matters discussed ___ / 5
  • Appropriate lengths of poems ___ / 5

• Descriptions (overall)
  • Depth and breadth of content found in poems ___ / 10
  • Understanding of material described ___ / 10

Total Points ___ / 60

Grand Total: _____ (Presentation) + _____ (Written) = _____ / 80